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Abstract. A tool is presented to merge two STEP/EXPRESS AP schemata using

semi-automatic methods. The need to integrate or merge two schemata or ontologies

is very common today; for example, it maybe necessary to integrate two models

describing car manufacturing from two different car manufacturing companies that

just merged and need a common car manufacturing model. This task is usually

carried out manually and is time consuming. By using a tool to automate the process

the speed and accuracy of the integration process increase.

We have developed a tool, implemented in a set of Perl programs, that automates

the process of schema integration, by using various matching algorithms. Each

algorithm proposes a set of cross schema links, sorted by expected reliability. This

suggested linked concept file is used by the tool to integrate two schemata. The user

can during this process interact and rename the integrated concepts in case of conflict

i.e. whenever two concepts are synonyms or homographs.

The validation of the integrated schema or the original schemata is carried out

using an automatic natural language generation tool which will not be presented

here.

1. Introduction

The software engineering community uses formal models, conceptual models,
requirements engineering schemata, and ontologies for various purposes. One problem
common to all these domains is cross ontology integration; for example, the need to
integrate a STEP AP Schema describing the production of a car with a STEP AP schema
describing the electronic circuits (of a car) to obtain a single common STEP AP schema.
In this scenario there is great risk that a concept can be defined in both schemata. How
can we find the redundant concepts? Since the concepts can have the same meaning but
different names, (synonyms), or the same name but different meaning, (homographs/
homonyms), this is not a trivial problem. For example, in two STEP Application
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Protocols (AP) the domain used in this paper, AP212 and AP214, the two concepts
document and archived_document, are synonyms while the two distinct concepts
document_type and document_type are homographs/homonyms, being defined different-
ly in the two ontologies. (Homograph concepts can be synonyms). This problem is
typical in all types of modeling when one needs to integrate two models.

We have developed an integration tool which uses a set of merging heuristics to
integrate two STEP AP schemata. The user can either let the tool perform the whole
merging or interact with the tool and give new names to the synonyms/homographs in the
integrated STEP AP schema.

2. STEP and Ontologies

STEP stands for STandard for the Exchange of Product model data, and is an ISO
10303 standard,[1]. STEP has been developed by industry for the exchange of product
model data  between different platforms, such as, CAD/CAM platforms.

In the STEP standard, Application Protocols (APs) are standardized schemata within
each domain, expressing the standardized concepts. APs exists in several domains,
including automotive manufacturing, ship building, electrotechnical plants, and process
industry. The Application Protocols are expressed in the data modeling language
EXPRESS [2]. EXPRESS is a static modeling language of Entity-Relationship type.

One can view each AP as a domain ontology, however, APs are not very hierarchical.
Ontologies can be described as hierarchical conceptual models whose content ranges from
very general concepts to very domain specific concepts. In the Artificial Intelligence
community a large research effort has been devoted in ontology research, both in the
construction of general purpose and domain models and in their re-use in other
applications.

One of the first investigations of ontology reuse is found in [3] in which various
possibilities and approaches of reusing different components in software development are
discussed. In [4] we find a description of domain abstraction and the mapping to a new
domain. [5] discusses the sharing, reuse and extension of knowledge bases, pointing out
four bottlenecks in sharing and reuse and proposes a solution to overcome them. [6]
investigates the sharing and reuse of ontologies over domains and representation
languages. [7] discusses the separation of knowledge into various layers in an ontology
to permit reuse of the ontologies. [8] describes the modelling of a distribution electrical
network using the KACTUS  library of ontologies in the technical domain to support the
modelling.

A different class of use of ontologies is for lexicon acquisition and building of natural
language processing systems. The SENSUS ontology [9] from the USC/Information
Sciences Institute is build from a number of ontologies, among them the Penman Upper
Model [10] and WordNet [11]. SENSUS contains well over 70.000 concepts. The
SENSUS ontology has been used for a various number of natural language applications,
including, machine translation [12] and text summarization [13]. [14] links a bilingual
dictionary to an ontology for use within machine translation. [15] discusses a similar



approach using the semantic proximity of lexical objects to decide where in the ontology
they should be aligned.

Within the requirements engineering community there are similar problems of schema
integration. [16] uses a set of integration assertions to find the proximity of two different
concept in a conceptual model. (This was not automated however; the integration assert-
ions has to be proposed by the user.)

Until now nobody has neither used automatic nor semiautomatic methods to
discriminate between concepts that are semantically close in two or more schemata.

3. Merging heuristics

The objective in integrating two schemata is to make the resulting merged schema non-
redundant and consistent. The problem is to ensure that no concept overlaps occur. To
carry this out we used a set of matching algorithms which are defined in [17]. The
methodology is completely automatic.

What we initially have are two STEP/EXPRESS AP schemata and their corresponding
text definitions for the concepts. Each concept in the schema is (hopefully) described in
natural language English.

The schema merging methodology consists of the following steps:
The first step is to translate the two STEP/EXPRESS AP files to a normalized form

HNF (Hercules-Hovy Normal Form) and to attach the corresponding text description to
each concept.
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Figure 1. Overview of the schema merging process.

The second step is to compare the concepts in the two STEP AP HNF schemata: each
concept and its attributes (super- and subclasses and natural language text descriptions) in
one HNF file is matched against each concept in the other HNF file.

The merging heuristics which are used in the integration tool are based on a set of
matching algorithms (see [17] for details):



• Concept name match, CNM. (Do the concept names match? and how much?)
• Definition match, DM. (Do the text definitions match? and how much ?)
• First sentence definition match, FSDM. (Do the first sentences of the text 

definitions match? and how much?)
• Superclass match. SUPC (Do the superclasses of the concepts match?)
• Subclass match.  SUBC, (Do the subclasses of the concepts match?)
• Attribute match ATT, (Do the attributes of the concepts match?)

To perform the DM and FSDM one needs to match the demorphized English words in
the text definition with each other. To demorphize the words we use a root table which
helps to convert English words in the text descriptions to root form. The root table [18] is
extracted from WordNet [11]. The demorphized words are normalized and then matched
to each other to find out how well two text descriptions match each other. The measure-
ment of the different matches ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 is the perfect match. The
measurement of the different matches are inserted into the integration algorithm:

Integration_value = (CNM + DM + FSDM + SUPC +SUBC+ATT)/6

The integration algorithm returns an integration value, (ranging from 0 to 1, where 1 is
the perfect match), which is used to measure the semantic proximity of the two concepts.

The third step: The results are written to a suggested linked concept file and a
warning file warns us if a text description is missing for any concept. (This is unfortuna-
tely very common)

4. The Integration tool

The integration tool uses the merging heuristics and algorithms to find the semantic
proximity of different concepts. The merging works in such a way that the first STEP/
EXPRESS AP file is the master file and the second STEP/EXPRESS AP file is the file to
be integrated/merged into the first one. To integrate means to remove or comment out the
concept which is redundant from the second file, unless the user requires differently. The
tool will either remove/comment out, the integrated concepts or interact with the user to
ask him/her to give new names to the integrated concepts and hence avoid conflicts. The
integration tool will then do a second pass through the second file and change the names
in every concept (entity), type, super and subclass depending if the entity has been
commented out or renamed and finally it will merge the two files and keep the correct
EXPRESS syntax.

The domains chosen to be integrated are described in two STEP APs: AP212 and
AP214. AP212 is the electrotechnical application protocol containing 352 concepts.
AP214 is the automotive design application protocol containing 501 concepts. Within
each AP some concepts are related through super or subclass links. To almost each
concept a natural language text description is available as definition.
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Figure 2. Overview of STEP/EXPRESS Integration tool

Here follows the 7 steps which are carried out by the integration tool:
Step 1) Merging Heuristics, Root Table and Integration Algorithm

In this step the integration tool build the suggested linked concept file. We do not have
any user interaction and the program have to run for a couple of hours, see also [17] for
further details.

Step 2) Starting Integration with User Interaction
Reading in suggested linked concept file:

Starting Integration of two STEP APs

Building Integration hash table...

Ready Integration hash table from part212part214_ar.all.ext.rem 

Step 3) Warnings for Synonyms and Homographs
In this step the warnings for synonyms (with integration value) and homographs are

written to both a warning file and to the console. Every concept with an integration value
above 0.17 is processed. This integration value (or cut off value) is empirically chosen to
obtain most synonyms.

Integrating part212.exp and part214_ar.exp
. .
Warning: The entities contract and contract are homographs
Warning: The entities contract and contract are synonyms Integrationvalue: 0.3202
. .
Warning: The entities document and archived_document are synonyms Integrationvalue: 0.2143
...
Warning: The entities document_type and document_type are homographs
Warning: The entities document_type and document_type are synonyms Integrationvalue: 0.3156



Step 4) User Interaction
In step 4 we have user interaction so the user can decide which concepts s/he wants to

keep and which concepts to rename. The user can if s/he is not sure about the concepts
browse through both STEP AP files to inspect the concepts. For example the concepts
contract  and contract   are at the borderline to be integrated but the user decides to keep
the concept contract   by renaming it to car_contract. The concepts document  and
archived_document  are semantically close but the user decides to keep the concept
archived_document  by renaming it to archived_document  (the renaming procedure is for
the program to know to keep the concept intact) and finally the user decides to integrate
the two homograph/synonyms document_type  by doing nothing. (The program will
comment out the version of document_type  which is in the file to be integrated.

Do you want to direct the integration?(y/n):y
....
Entity archived_document is synonym with entity document
Do you want to keep archived_document by renaming it?(y/n):y
What name do you want?:archived_document
...
Entity contract is synonym with entity contract
Do you want to keep contract by renaming it?(y/n):y
What name do you want?:car_contract
....

Entity document_type is synonym with entity document_type
Do you want to keep document_type by renaming it?(y/n):n
.....

Step 5) Renaming types, Sub- and Superclasses and the File Merge
The integration tool does a second pass through the second file to rename all the types,

super- and subclasses and finally merges the two files, so they are syntactically correct.

...
Second pass: Renaming types, super- and subclasses
...

Step 6) Verification and Statistics
Here the user is presented with verification and some statistics of how the integration

was performed. If a concept is a synonym/homograph and the user does not react to
change the name of the concept, the concept will be removed/commented out from the
merged file.

Here follows all the integrated concepts:

% Entity contract is synonym with entity contract
% Entity contract is now renamed to car_contract
ENTITY car_contract;
  (*
  UOF:S5
  *)
    id : undefined_object;
    ordered_price : OPTIONAL undefined_object;
    contracted_element : SET[0:?] OF contracted_element_select;



    INVERSE
     release : SET[0:?] OF organization_role FOR car_contract;
   END_ENTITY;
...
% Entity archived_document is synonym with entity document
% Entity archived_document is now renamed to archived_document
ENTITY archived_document;
    SUBTYPE OF (external_document);
  (*
  UOF:E1
  *)
    archiving_format : undefined_object;
    found_in : undefined_object;
   END_ENTITY;
....
% Entity document_type is synonym with entity document_type
% ENTITY document_type;
%  (*
%  UOF:E1
%  *)
%    used_classification_system : OPTIONAL classification_system;
%    id : undefined_object;
%   END_ENTITY;
.....
Do you want to rename schema name electrotechnical_design?(y/n):y
What schema name do you want to use? electrotechnical_design_with_car

Number of Entities totally 773
Number of Integrated Entities  74
Number of Warnings homographs  35

Ready in file: part212.part214_ar.exp

The integrated file is in the file part212.part214_ar.exp and ready to use. All together for
AP212 (352 concepts) and AP214 (501 concepts) we found 74 synonyms and 35
homographs and 25 of these homographs were also synonyms. All synonym concepts
had an integration value above 0.17 . It is up to the domain expert to decide which of the
synonyms to integrate and which to keep. According to [17] which is a more detailed
study of this case 1/3 of the 74 synonyms were real synonyms and 1/4 close or near.

Industrial Relevance

Today when one manually wants to integrate two STEP AP Schemata (as well as other
schemata) one need to investigate each concept manually which is a huge work, it
requires at least 6 man months for a large schema with more than 500 concepts. In the
future with the VINST approach that work will be decreased by at least 1 man month.

Validation by Natural Language Generation.

Part of the integration methodology of STEP AP Schemata is the validation of the
originating schemata or the integrated schema by using the ASTROGEN  (Aggregated
deep and Surface naTuRal language GENerator) system, see [20, 21]. The validation is
performed by a domain-expert by reading the automatically generated texts decribing the
integrated schema. We have used the STEP AP 212 and AP 214 to create a domain-



lexicon for ASTROGEN. The lexicon is used by the natural language generator to
generate texts.

5. Conclusions and Future Research

Our research and implementation demonstrates a semi-automated tool which integrates
two STEP/EXPRESS AP schemata. The tool uses matching algorithms developed in
[17]. The prototype shows that the technique is feasible. We could of course also let the
integration tool work completely automatic with no user interaction, (see Step 5 above),
then it would have integrated/commented out all synonyms and homographs, but that
might not give us exactly what we wanted.

The integration tool is written in Perl 5, [19], which is an excellent string handling
language. The integration tool is a standalone application and can be executed on UNIX
machines, PC's or Mac's.

This work is the application of previous work on aligning Artificial Intelligence
ontologies and lexicons for various languages but carrying it out in a semi-automatic way
where the user quickly can decide and direct the integration. In groundbreaking work [9]
aligned their ontology SENSUS with LDOCE. [14] aligned a Japanese lexicon to
SENSUS. [22] designed the creation of a large merged ontology out of various
ontologies developed for Artificial Intelligence and Computational Linguistics.

Future work will be improve the merging algorithm and to develope the interface of the
integration tool to a meny and graphical based one and eventually integrate the validation
and integration (VINST) tool into one of the many commercial STEP/EXPRESS tools.

We would also like to test this integration tool on a real case to estimate its efficiency.
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